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The Yukawa-like interaction of a nonrelativistic “nucleon” field with a 
relativistic “meson” field is studied. E. Nelson defined a self-adjoint Hamil- 
tonian for this model, using an approximate dressing transformation to trans- 
form the standard high-momentum cutoff Hamiltonian H, into an operator 
Ho + A, + E, , where E, is the divergent nucleon self-interaction part 
which is removed and A, is controled K-uniformly as a sesquilinear form 
perturbation of Ho ; so H,,, is defined to transform to H0 + A,. In the 
present work it is proved that the model has some of the main properties that 
are familiar in the axiomatic approach to quantum fields. Vacuum expectation 
values are proved to exist and satisfy the axioms of Wightman, except for 
Lorentz covariance. In the case of a small coupling constant, “physical nucleon” 
one-particle states are constructed and the “one-body problem” of Haag is 
solved. These field theoretic properties are translated into domain and spectral 
stability properties for the perturbed operator H,, + Am . Stability theory for 
perturbations by sesquilinear forms is presented in an Appendix, with a number 
of new techniques. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In constructive quantum field theory heuristic principles have 
emerged leaving in their wake a great many mathematical problems 
concerned with special aspects of particular models. These mathe- 
matical problems lead to interesting exercises in functional analysis; 
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one can hope that their solutions will give some insight into the 
formulation of a general mathematical theory of quantum fields. 
Wightman [l] and, more recently, Glimm [2] have discussed the 
general state of development of this field. 
In this paper we consider a model of Nelson [3] that describes an 
interaction of nonrelativistic “nucleons” with a relativistic quantum 
field. We prove the existence of vacuum expectation values in the 
sense of Wightman [4] (modified, of course, because the model is only 
semirelativistic), and, in the case of a small coupling constant, we 
prove the existence of dressed (“physical”) nucleons. 
Nelson’s model is extremely simple compared with any nontrivial, 
local, relativistic model. In particular, the number of nucleons is 
“superselecting.” Thus, there is no “vacuum polarization” and 
representation theoretic problems for the fields do not arise. Further- 
more, the Hamiltonian operator is reduced by the N-nucleon subspace 
of the Hilbert space of physical states. If a high-energy cutoff is 
introduced in the interaction part of the Hamiltonian, reduced to the 
N-nucleon subspace, it becomes a finite sum of jirst order Wick 
monomials on Fock space with LZ2 kernels. This means that the free 
part of the Hamiltonian dominates the cutoff interaction part, whence 
the cutoff model is trivial compared with the (F~)~ model of Glimm 
and Jaffe [5-71, where fourth-order Wick monomials are involved. 
However, it is necessary to remove the cutoff, making an infinite 
renormalization. To control this, Nelson used the technique of 
“approximate dressing transformations” [3]. More recently, this 
technique has been developed by Glimm for more complicated models 
(see Ref. [2]). It is this technique that we exploit in the present paper. 
OUTLINE. In Section 2 we introduce notation and review Nelson’s 
results [3] in the form needed. In Section 3 we prove that the exponen- 
tiated Hamiltonian exp(HT) leaves invariant the domain of the 
“number of mesons” operator raised to an arbitrary power, provided 
the time 7 is complex in the left half-plane. This leads to the existence, 
shown in Section 4, of “complex time vacuum expectation values” as 
analytic functions on a tube domain that have as boundary values the 
Wightman distributions. In Section 5 we prove the existence of 
physical nucleons in the sense of finding and controlling the appro- 
priate eigenvector of the Hamiltonian reduced by the total momentum. 
In Appendix A we develop the perturbation theory needed for 
Sections 3 and 5. We collect a number of very elementary Fock space 
results in Appendix B. 
The method of Section 4 for constructing complex time vacuum 
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expectation values is inspired in part by Jaffe’s thesis [8] on the cutoff 
h(v4) model. Jaffe used powers of the important part of the Hamiltonian 
itself where we use powers of the number operator. Hence our 
Section 3 is trivial in his case and he had no need to use complex times. 
The difficult part in Jaffe’s analysis is in establishing the relation 
between the Hamiltonian and the field domains, while in our case, 
with the number operator replacing the Hamiltonian, this part 
becomes trivial. 
2. NOTATION AND REVIEW OF NELSON'S RESULTS [3] 
Let Z(N,m) be the complex Hilbert space represented by Z2(R3cN+n)) 
functions ?P(N,n)(~l ,..., XN , kr ,..., k,), which are symmetric in the 
k’s and (either symmetric or ) antisymmetric in the x’s. Let 
&y(N) = g &f(iV,?L) (2-l) 
n=o 
be the completed direct sum, where Z(O,O) is the complex number 
field. Note that 
&$7 = #CO, (2.2) 
is the usual Fock space for spinless bosons and by canonical identi- 
fication 
&%w = &w,O) @ Fe (2.3) 
Operators in 2 tN) of the form 1 @ A will be denoted simply by A 
and defined in 9. Similarly, operators of the form A @ 1 will be 
denoted by A and defined in 2 tN,O). The x’s denote “nucleon posi- 
tions” and the k’s denote “meson momenta.” 
Let M > 0 and m > 0 be fixed parameter denoting the “bare 
nucleon mass” and the “meson mass.” Let 
w(k) = (m2 + I k 12)lj2. (2.4) 
We define the free Hamiltonian operator 
Ho = &K!s + ffnllc , (2.5) 
where H,,, in 9 is defined by (Hm,,Y)(lz)(kl ,..., k,) = 
cyC1 w(k,) Pn)(kl ,..., k,) and H,,, in X(N,o) is defined on V,” 
functions by Hnuo = -(1/2M)d. H,,, is self-adjoint and positive 
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on the maximal domain g(H,,,) and H,,, is self-adjoint and positive 
on the domain of closure g(H,,,). Since H,,, and H,,, commute 
in the spectral sense in X tN), H,, is self-adjoint and positive on 
g&J = B(&,,) n =WL). P-6) 
Let H denote the “number of mesons” operator defined in 9 by 
(&Y)(n) = &J(n). (2.7) 
B is self-adjoint and positive on the maximal domain I. 
We shall normalize the Fourier transform so that, if f E Z1, 
f(k) = j eik.xf(x) dx. (2.8) 
Let u+(f) denote a(f) or a*(f), the usual “meson annihilation 
or creation operator” in B (see appendix B). The “time zero field” 
and its conjugate field are given by 
q(f) = (2(2rr)3)-1/2{a{j(-k) ,-1/Z) + a*( &J-“~)}, 
n-(f) = i(2(2r)3)-1’2{-a( f( -k) w1j2) + a*( jw”“)}. 
(2.9) 
If f is real, y(f) and n(f) are defined and essentially self-adjoint on 
9(&l/“), provided 
w-vf E 59 and w1q E 92, (2.10) 
respectively. Also, for K < 00, let 
am = (2(27r)3)-1/2{u(e-ik’“W-1/2X,) + u*(eik%r1/2xK)} (2.11) 
where 
“(‘) = 1; 
for 1 k 1 < K, 
for / k 1 > K. 
(2.12) 
Thus, for K < co, vK(x) is an operator of the form (2.9); in the limit 
K --+ co it is only a sesquilinear form. 
The usual, nonrelativistic “time zero nucleon fields” ##(*) are 
defined by 
(w)Y(N+l))(xl ,.-*> ___ xN) = t’N + 1 1 f(x)!P+l)(x, x1 ,..., xN) dx, 
(2.13) 
(yG*(f)Y(~--l))(X1 )...) x,+7) = & + (-jg)~-lf(X,)Y(yX, ,...) f, ,...) XN), 
m-l 
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where -&l corresponds, respectively, to the symmetric or the anti- 
symmetric case and I;, means that the variable x, is omitted. If 
f E _Ep2, we have defined continuous mappings 
t/(f) : TP+l) + #(N), 
4*(f) : #W-l) +&%V)* 
(2.14) 
More generally, for the symmetric case, in the Fock space 
(2.15) 
N=O 
the #* are completely analogous to the a# in 9 (see Appendix B). 
In the antisymmetric case the #B(f) are bounded operators in Z. 
In both cases, however, (2.14) will suffice for our purposes. 
The “cutoff interaction part” of the Hamiltonian, for K < co, 
is defined in ZcN) by 
(2.16) 
g E R is the “coupling constant” for the model. Thus, HIM is a sym- 
metric operator defined on 
+W) 3 S’(H,). (2.17) 
(Actually, the vectors Y with Y (n) = 0 for n sufficiently large are 
analytic, so HIK is essentially self-adjoint.) 
Let K < 00. For each e > 0 there is a constant b = N~‘(E, K) < co 
so that 
II H,,Y II < E II HoW + b II Y II (2.18) 
for all Y E B(H,) C ZtN) (see Ref. [3] or Appendix B). So by a 
well-known theorem of T. Kato (cf. Ref. [9, p. 288]), 
H, = Ho + H,, , -WC) = -Wfo), (2.19) 
is self-adjoint and bounded below as an operator in &‘tN). In the full 
state space (2.15) we define the full H, as a direct sum. (In the limit 
K = co, H, defines a symmetric sesquilinear form, unbounded below, 
but not an operator.) 
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A formal “approximate dressing transformation” for renormalizing 
H, was introduced by E. P. Gross [l 11. As regularized by Nelson, 
this transformation is eTKK on ZtN), where 
TKK = g(2(2n-)3)-1/2 F {-u(/3Kepik’X~~K) + u*(fiKeik’X~xM)} (2.20) 
with 
,&3,(k) = w(k)-l” (w(k) + gj-’ (1 - xi44 (2.21) 
for 0 < K < K < co. xK is defined in (2.12). TKK is essentially 
skew-adjoint on CS(SV. l/‘) even for K = co since pK E g2, and it is 
easy to check that the vectors Y with !J’(%) = 0 for n sufficiently large 
are analytic. Write TKK also for the closure. Then eTKK is unitary on 
ZcN). (This operator can be obtained by the formal methods of 
Friedrichs [12] if the r operation that carries HIK to TKK is taken as 
a convenient approximation to (ad H&l.) 
Nelson showed that 
$TK< .$ eST~m (2.22) 
as K --t co, on XtN). We prove a straightforward generalization of 
this in Theorem 3.5. 
The following lemma is proved in Ref. [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1. For K < 00 ands~R~, 
eSTKK : 9(H,) -+ CS(H,). 
It follows from (2.19) and the lemma that 
and 
9(eTKKHKe-1’KK) = L3(HK) = I 




A%’ = {YE LWN) : Y(“) = 0 for n large}. 
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Let 
$9 = g(N) = &g n V”(H,). (2.25) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K < 00. L@cN) is a core for H,, , H, , and eTKxHKe-TKK. 
Proof. 9 is a dense invariant domain for eeiHot, so CS is a core for 
H,. By (2.18) ( see Ref. [9, p. 289]), the norms l/(H,, + 1) * 11 and 
ll(H< + const) * /I are equivalent, so 9 is also a core for H, . By 
Lemma 2.1 and the closed graph theorem, the norms l/(HK + const) . jl 
and Il(eTKKHKeCTKK) * Ij are equivalent, so 9 is a core for eTKKHKeCTKK. 
(The constant is chosen so that H, + const > 1). 1 
On the core SVN) we shall find explicitly that 
I eTKKHKeMTKK = ff,, + (7 A~KKKJAIXKj + NJ%, , 
I 
(2.26) 
where EKK , the “nucleon self-energy,” is a multiple of the identity 
operator, which diverges to -CO as K + CO, and the part in brackets 
can be controlled in the perturbation theory of sesquilinear forms 
even as K -+ co. The “renormalized” cutoff Hamiltonian is defined by 
H renicc = H, - NE,, . (2.27) 
The “renormalized” Hamiltonian is then the K + GO limit of (2.27) 
that is to be controlled. If eTKK were an “exact dressing transformation,” 
there would be no bracket terms in (2.26). 
To compute (2.26) we use the fact that 
(K e “TKKHKePTfWj) = 2 $ (Y, [(ad TKK)j HJ@) (2.28) 
j=o . 
for K < co, s E R1, Y, CD E 9. To check this, note that 
ePTKK@ E S(H,J 
by (2.23) and Lemma 2.1, that 9 is an invariant domain for both TKK 
and H, (Propositions B6 and B7), and that 9 is a domain of entire 
analytic vectors for TKK . 
Actually, only three terms appear in the expansion (2.28). That is, 
(ad TxK)jHK = 0 f or j > 3. In fact, by direct calculation [13], we 
obtain the form (2.26) with 
EKK = -g2(2(2r)3)-1 $ w-l (w + g)-’ (1 - xK) XK dk (2.29) 
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and 
= k3il {u(w-1~2e~ik’x~~K)+~ + I+a(w-1~2e~ik’“~xK)} 
2 1 N 3 
+ $4” 2Mmz1 a=l - _ 1 c ({((a + y’2a(Fm,)2)+(N + 1y 
(2.30) 
where k = (kl, k2, k3), x = (xl, x2, x3), 
F,,(k) = P&(k) emik’XmxK(k), 
and IV,, is given in %(N,O) as multiplication by 
WKK(x) = 1 (wfiK2 - w-1/2&> e-ik’XxK dk. 
So far, we have assumed that K < co, I denotes the identity operator 
on AY), and t simply denoted adjoints in p(N). We have used this 
notation in order to keep to the form of the left side of (2.30), which 
is convenient in generalizing to the case K = co. 
To show that HrenKK of (2.27) converges in an appropriate sense as 
K --f 00, Nelson used the strong convergence of the approximate 
dressing transformation (2.22) and studied instead the operator 
(2.31) 
as K --t co, using the perturbation theory of sesquilinear forms. 
Let 
%c = [~(H~‘2)1c (2.32) 
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denote the Hilbert space g(H,1’2) in the norm 
II . IllC = ll(f4 + 4 . Il. (2.33) 
These norms are equivalent, for c > 0. Let 
iq c iwN) c s+f& (2.34) 
be the canonical rigging with Xi, dual to Zi, in an extension of the 
inner product of S?(N) (see Appendix A). Note that the dual norms 
II * IL 9 c > 0, are equivalent on a fixed space. Let us denote by “t” 
adjoints in which Z(N) is self-dual and &CiC is dual to Sic . Note 
that “t” is independent of c > 0. Now we reinterpret {C A&A,,) 
of (2.30) in this context to yield an operator in a(SiC, XiJ, the 
space of bounded linear transformation from Si, to ~E7-i~. 
NELSON'S INEQUALITIES 2.3. For every ai > 0 there are finite 
positive constants K and c so that ai = a2*alj and 
independently of K E (K, co], for all YE 9, or by closure, for all 
YEAS,. 
For the proof, we refer to Ref. [3]. A simple corollary [3] of the proof 
is the fact that 
is continuous on the extended interval (K, co]. 
Now we have by Nelson’s Inequalities 2.3 that 
for K < cc (at least for K sufficiently large). For any 6 > 0, choose 
aii > 0 so that 
E = C a2jalj . 
Nelson’s inequalities yield positive constants K and c (depending on N 
and g), independent of K < co, so that 
II &ml-1, G 6 II ~IIIC (2.38) 
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for all YE X1, (see Lemma A4). If E < 1, the perturbation theory 
of sesquilinear forms (KLMN Theorem A5) naturally defines a self- 
adjoint operator 
f&, f Ho + A,, , 
bounded below by -c, with domain 
(2.39) 
9(&J C g(H;“), (2.40) 
for all K < co. If K < co, the operator defined by (2.39) agrees on the 
domain 9 of (2.25) with the operator defined by (2.31). By Lemma 2.2, 
9 is a core for the operator (2.31), so (2.39) and (2.31) define the same 
operator if K < co. We now have a uniform lower bound for the gK, , 
and a definition in the case K = co. 
We now define Nelson’s “renormalized” Hamiltonian in XcN) 
H ren = e-TK&KmeT~m (2.41) 
It follows by (2.35), Theorem A6, and (2.22) that as operators in 





as K + co, t-uniformly on bounded intervals. By (2.44), H,,, 
depends on K; but this dependence is trivial in that it involves only 
a perturbation which is a multiple of the identity operator on ZcN), 
i.e., only a spectral shift. (2.44) and (2.45) are equivalent [9, p. 5021. 
In the notation of Glimm and Jaffe [14], this convergence is written 
H renK< 2 Hren . 
H ren is also defined as a self-adjoint operator in the full state space 
2 of (2.15) as a direct sum of the operators (2.41), N = 0, 1, 2 ,... . 
In Z’ we need to regard N as “superselecting” in order to be free 
about making a spectral shift of H,,, in /FN) (see Ref. [3]). It might 
be most natural to make spectral shifts of the HrenKK and Hren in ZtN) 
so that Hfenn. = H, - NE, , H,,,, -2 H,,, . This would give a 
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meaning to the expression of infinite renormalization 
H ren = Ho + g j ccI*WbW + a> 4(x) dx. 
There is no reason to suppose that this operator is positive. As a 
matter of convenience, however, we shall suppose in Section 4 that 
the spectral shifts are made in S(N) so that 
in 2. 
Hren 3 0 and (2.46) 
3. STABILITY OF THE DOMAINS &9(d2) 
In this section we shall show that 
provided s < 0, for 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,... . We will obtain useful estimates 
on (3.1) as a semigroup of operators on g(~~r/~) in appropriate norms. 
Our main result is the Stability Theorem 3.6, which we will use in 
Section 4 to construct polynomially bounded holomorphic complex- 
time vacuum expectation values. Throughout this section the under- 
lying Hilbert space will be 2 cN), the N-nucleon subspace of the 
full state space &. 
To prove (3.1) we first consider the operator ir,, of (2.39). The 
corresponding result is then proved in the perturbation theory of 
sesquilinear forms. Then we show that the approximate dressing 
transformation, e*r~m, leaves B(+z~/~) invariant, so (3.1) follows by 
(2.41). 
Let [g(@~~‘~)](~,, denote ~(cJz~/~) as a Hilbert space in the norm 
II Biiy . II> n, = 1, 2, 3 ,..., where BnO is defined (in 9) by the equality 
(3.2) 
These norm are equivalent. 
Let K and c be chosen as in (2.39) and suppress the subscript K. 
THEOREM 3.1. K < co. There are constants a, < a, < a2 < **a 
so that, ;f n is suficiently large, e(g*+c)7 restricts to a holomorphic con- 
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traction semigroup on [.9(~~‘“)](~) for T E S’(a,/n). Here 
F(a) ={TEC:ReT < --aIIm~1}. (3.3) 
To prove the theorem we will apply Theorem A9. We work with 
the embedded rigging (A.15) with B = Bz’. That is, we embed a 
rigging in the rigging (2.34) as follows: 
$q c TP) c x1 
U U U (3.4) 
Xl’ c se’ c a?, 
where the first line is just (2.34) with the fixed subscript c suppressed 
and 
H = [9(@Ll/2)](n) = [LqBy)], 
Zl’ = [qq”(Ho + c)l12)]. 
(Recall that if A is self-adjoint, A > E > 0, then [D(A)] denotes D(A) 
as a Hilbert space in the norm 1) A * 11.) We denote the restriction of 
B = Bz2 to g(Xi’, J&) by B’ and its closure in SY’(X~, , S-i) by B. 
We denote adjoints in which ZtN) and Z’ are self-dual and Zi , 
.G@-, and Si’, Z-r are dual pairs by “f”. If A, E 9(Sl, S-P(~)) has 
a restriction to SY(tir’, S-P), we denote it by Al’, and if A, E .@(Z(N), 
X1) has a restriction to S?(SP’, XL,), we denote it by A,‘. 
On SN), define Qn, and RmO by setting 
We will write Q = Qki” and R = RAi2, along with B = Bki2. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let w-1/2fi E g2 and ar114f2 E S2. As mappings from 
HI to G@(N), 
~4hYP’)-1 = @ai>, 
B{(n + l)-%(f2)2}‘(B’)-1 = R{(M + l)-‘k(f2)2}, 
(3.6) 
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and as mappings from ~5~) to IL1 , 
B(a(f,)+)‘B-l = a(fl)+Q-l, 
(3.7) 
B{(H + 1)-11za(f2)2}+‘B-1 = {(m + l)-112a(f2)2}+R-1. 
In (3.4) the spaces X1 and ZI’ are abstract, but they are canonically 
identified with the concrete spaces (B.21) of the rigging (B.20), up to 
equivalent norms. In the concrete rigging we can carry out a direct 
calculation to obtain (3.6) and (3.7), proving simultaneously that the 
restrictions exist. 
Proof. By the above remarks, all the operators in (3.6) and (3.7) 
are explicitly known in the concrete rigging (B.20). The proof is then 
a simple calculation. For example, we prove the first equality of (3.7). 
Let YE ZIN). By Lemmas B5-B3, a*(Ji) B-l?P E SL1 . First, 
Then 
(a*(fJ B-lY)‘“‘+l)(kl ,..., k,,,,) 
diTT n$ Jl(ki)(n’)-z~2Y~~‘~(k, 
9-l 
Z=Y 
SF ng Jl(kj) n-z~2Y~n’~(kl ,. 
31 
.*, irj ,..., k,,+l), 
., i(j ,..., k,,+d, n’ > n, 
n’ < 72. 
Finally, 
(Ba*(jI) B-?P)~n’+l)(kl ,..., k,,+l) 
- C j;(kj)(n’)-z/2Y(“)(kl ,..., iij ,..., k,,+l), 
71’ > n, = 
&I2 d& a<jl(kj) n-z/2Y(n’)(kl ,..., kj ,..., k,,+J, n’ < n. 1 
3 1 
The next lemma is trivial. 
580/8/I -8 
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LEMMA 3.3. We have the following operator norms on XtN): 
/I Qy” II = 1 = II Rz” II, 
Also, there are constants cl < c2 < cQ < *a* so that the operators 
Q7l +112 and R:“i2difJerfrom the identity I by less than cl/n in operator norm. 
Proof of Theorem 3. I. We apply Theorem A9, the conditions for 
which are stated in Lemmas A4 and A8, with E and E’ less than one. 
The conditions of Lemma A4 were obtained in Section 2 with an 
appropriate choice of K and c by Nelson’s Inequalities 2.3. Now 
Qij E %(G’P~)), so that 
are given in Lemma 3.2, along with the trivial case Qzi = I for AiKKj 
that commute with m. By Lemma 3.3, we have for n sufficiently large 
that 
G’ = 1 a2jalj II Q2jQlj II < 1, (3.9) 
which shows that the conditions of Lemma A8 are satisfied. 
By Theorem A9, e@+)’ restricts to a holomorphic contraction 
semigroup on [G@&/2)](nj for T E S’(E,‘/(~ - en’)). To complete the 
proof, we need to prove the estimate 
I Im(Y, C Aii~jA;,jY)’ I < : (K (ff, + c) Y)’ (3.10) 
for all YE Yt;’ and appropriate constants a, . (The duality sesquilinear 
form for X1’ and %‘I,, i.e., an extension of the inner product in 
YE’ = [9(&/2)1(n) , is denoted here as ( , )‘. (gK + c) is the closure of 
(H, + c) in g(Sl’, JK,).). 
To prove the inequality (3.10), we simply compute, using Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.3, 
('Y, C A;:iA;,jY)' = C (By BA~:I~-lBA;,j(~f)-i~lyl) 
= 2 (B'IY, ALQ2jQld&y) 
= C (Q2j&$'Y: Q&s$‘y) 
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(where ( , ) denotes the duality form of S1 and X1 , extending the 
inner product of/F+‘)). The sum in (3.11) consists of pairs (see (2.30)) 
of the form 
(QA,B’Y, A,B’Y) + (A,B’Y, Q-lAIB’Y) 
= {(A,B’Y, A,B’Y) + (A,B’Y, A,B’Y)) + ((Q - I) AJW, A,B’Y) 
+ (A,B’Y, (Q-l - I) A,B’Y), (3.12) 
where Q is either I, Qhj”, or RAj2, as given by Lemma 3.2. The part 
of (3.12) in brackets is real; hence (3.10) will follow from an estimate 
l((Q -I) .&B’yf/, A,B’y)l < ~1’ d Re(Y, (ii, + c) Iv)’ (3.13) 
for all Y E Zr’, together with a similar estimate with Q-i replacing Q. 
By Lemma 3.3 and Nelson’s Inequalities 2.3, the left side of (3.13) is 
bounded by 
(where the constant depends only on A, and A,, K and c being fixed). 
We have (e.g., as in the proof of Theorem A5) that 
Re(Y, (ii, + c)Y)’ > (1 - E,‘)(Y, (a0 + c)Y)’ = (1 - en’) Ij Yl\;‘. (3.15) 
By Lemma 3.3 and the definition of cA’ in (3.9), we have that E,’ 
decreases as n increases. Therefore (3.15) and (3.14) imply (3.13). u 
COROLLARY 3.4. K < co. e&K7 restricts to a holomorphic semigroup 
e&K” on [cB(a.q] f 07 r in the open left half-plane. Furthermore, 
,I&‘, : eBmrl (3.16) 
(strongly in [9(G)]) T-uniformly on compact subsets of (Re 7 < 0) U {0} 
that are contained in sufficiently wide sectors S’(a). The resolve& of Rx’ 
converges in operator norm to the resolvent of A,‘. 
In the terminology of Hille and Phillips [15, Def. 10.6.11, e-8K’T 
is of class H(-7r/2, n/2). 
Proof. That 8~“, or equivalently e(ff,‘+‘)‘, is a holomorphic semi- 
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group for the open left half-plane follows immediately from the 
theorem since n can be chosen sufficiently large to make &“(a,~~) an 
arbitrarily wide sector in the half-plane and the Hilbert spaces 
[B(Pz”~“)]~~~ are equivalent to [~(4zz12)]. 
From the continuity of the mapping (2.35) we have by Lemma 3.2 
that 
K + AiKj E Gq&l’, se’), 
(3.17) 
are continuous for K E (K, co]. If we choose n sufficiently large so 
that S’(a,n-l) contains the compact set in question, then the conver- 
gence of the contraction semigroups 
in [a(mz12)](,, , -r-uniformly on the compact set, and the convergence 
of the resolvents in operator norm follow from Theorem A6. This 
implies (3.16) since the spaces [B(a”/2)](n) and [B(B~‘“)] are equiv- 
alent. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. K < Co. eSTU rt?StriCtS t0 a One-parameter group On 
[~(+z”/“)]w , bounded in operator norm by ednIsI where, for n > 2 and 
constants cl, 
d, = c.,-1_. 
l/n 
(3.18) 
Let esTK’ denote this restriction. Then 
e ST,’ : eGo’ (3.19) 
in [9(82’/“)], as K -+ co. 
Proof. First we will study the operator BT,B-’ in GYP(~) defined 
on the domain g(~~~+l/~), p roving that its closure generates a one- 
parameter group bounded by e dnlsl. Then we will check that this 
group is unitarily equivalent to the restriction of es*, to [sS(RZ~/~)](~J . 
Define Pi,, E s~Y(A?‘(~)) by 
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Write Pi = PiAt . The following lemma is obtained by a trivial 
calculation. 
LEMMA. Let f E oLp2. Then on the domain 9(+~~‘~), Ba(f) B-l = 
PIa( Ba*(f) B-l = P2a*(f), as linear operators in ZtN). Further- 
more, the operators (I - PI) a(f) and (P2 - I) a*(f ), dejined on 
9(w1j2), are bounded by cl’ /j f [12n-1/2. 
By the lemma and the definition of T, (2.20), 
BT,B-l = T, + g(2(2a)3)-1/2 2 ((I - PI) u(/?Kewik’XmXK) 
Wt=l 
on Q(H?/~). Furthermore, SK is bounded on 2(N) by d, = 
N2g(2(2r)3)-1/2 11 BK iI2 ~;n-l/~. Since a(ti1i2) is a core for T, , it is 
also a core for the perturbed operator T, + S, (cf. Ref. [9, p. 389]), 
whose closure generates a one-parameter group e(Tx+SK)s bounded 
by edJsl. 
Now BT,B-I, in %tN) on g( &12), is unitarily equivalent to T, , 
in [&@(fiz/2)](nI on ~(H(~+~)/~), since 
B : [~(sz~‘~)](~) -+ XfN) 
is unitary and B~~(Gv tz+l)i2) = ~2(+2/~). Thus, the closure of T, on 
B(Pz(~+~)/~) in [~(&/2)]~n, generates a one-parameter group bounded 
by edslsl; furthermore, this closure is a restriction of the skew-adjoint 
operator T, in ZtN) since the topology of [~%(&r/~)](~) is stronger than 
that of Z(N). That the one-parameter group generated is a restriction 
of esTK on ZcN) follows from Lemma Al0 because large fh belong 
to both resolvent sets. 
Finally, we prove the convergence (3.19) by following Nelson’s 
proof [3] for the case I = 0. Let YE HtN) be an m-meson vector, 
i.e., ?P) = 0 for n # m. Then 
ll(T, + S,)Yll < (con+ + 1Y2 + 4 II W 
By iterating this inequality we see that 
f lslj 7 II(BTB-l)VP II < co. 
j=o 3! 
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Since B is a bijection on m-meson vectors, 
For the case 1 = 0 [3] and hence, by (3.20), for general I, 
esTKY = ,z, ; T,jY, 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
for convergence in [~(~“‘“)]. Th is convergence is K-uniform for 
K E (K, co]. It is easily checked that T,W + T,V in [B(#z~/~)], as 
K + co. Hence, esTGP -+ esTmY in [9(&r’“)]. Thus we have proved 
convergence on a determining set of vectors in [B(B”‘“)], so (3.19) 
follows by boundedness. 1 
Write H,,, = H,,,, . Let al be as in Theorem 3.1 and let d, be 
given by (3.18). Th e main result of this section is the following: 
STABILITY THEOREM 3.6. K < 00. If n is suJgiciently large, e(HrenK+C’7 
restricts to a holomorphic semigroup on [~(Gv~/~)](~) for T E S’(a,/n) 
bounded in operator norm by e2da. 
Proof. Since e(HrenK+c)T = e-TKe(‘K+c)TeTK by (2.31) and (2.41), the 
theorem follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.5. 1 
THEOREM 3.7. K < co. eHrenKT 
eHLKT 
restricts to a holomorphic semigroup 
on [B(~z~‘~)] for T in the open left half-plane. Furthermore, 
(strongly in [B(~x~‘~)]) T-uniformly on compact subsets of (Re T < 0} u (0) 
that are contained in suficiently wide sectors S’(a). 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3.4 and Theorem 3.5, which 
imply the convergence directly and the T-uniformity since they also 
imply the strong convergence of the resolvents of HGenK to the resolvent 
of fLn * I 
4. EXISTENCE OF VACUUM EXPECTATION VALUES 
In this section we shall construct vacuum expectation values (VEV) 
as boundary values, in the sense of tempered distributions, of functions 
which are holomorphic in a tube (complex-time VEV). Existence and 
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appropriate boundedness properties of the complex-time VEV follow 
immediately from the Stability Theorem 3.6 and the boundary values 
exist by a well-known result of Tillman. We shall check that the VEV 
satisfy the Wightman axioms [4], modified because the model is not 
relativistic. 
The underlying Hilbert space in this section will be 
&f z ; z(N) = & #N,W, 
N=O n,N=O 
defined in (2.15). Operators previously considered only in z(N) will 
now be defined as direct sums, without change of notation. We will 
follow the convention of (2.46), that the Hamiltonian is positive. 
The “vacuum vector” !PO E X is defined by Y-‘,j*,*) = 1, YAN,n) = 0 
for (N, n) # (0,O). Th e scalar multiples of !PO are the only vectors 
in Z that are invariant under the representation given by 
?PN+)(xl ,..., xN , k, ,..., k,) 
-+ eia’~~=~RkiY(N~n)(Rxl - a,..., RxN - a, Rk, ,..., Rk,) (4.1) 
of Euclidean transformations {a, I?}. Y. is an eigenvector for Ho and 
H Rena with eigenvalue zero. H,, , HrenK , and T, are all Euclidean 
invariant. (There is no “vacuum polarization” in this model.) 
Let q(f) denote any of the field operators y(f) or j@(f), with 
different occurences denoting possibly different operators, where 
w-li2f^E 32 or fEZ2, (4.2) 
respectively, in the case of v or I/“. 
We consider the putative vector-valued function or distribution 
‘u,(T, ).,., TIcpl) = eHren=To~(fi) e”‘““““?j(f2) ..’ eH=n~Ty(fk) Y, . (4.3) 
Let IO = Zo(YK) be the number of meson field operators q~( fj) appearing 
in (4.3). We want to construct the VEV (K < CXI) 
Rh ,**a, x-1) = VII , Y,(O, 71 >.-a, 7-l)) (4.4) 
or 
w&l ,-**, hc) = (Ya ? dfi > h) %(f2 3 t2) ... %(fk 7 hc) ul,), (4.5) 
where 
?lK(f, t) = p’“““;(f) e--i&?nat (4.6) 
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for K < CO, t E R1. Note that (4.4) and (4.5) are the same expressions 
if 
Tj = i(tj+1 - tj), j = l,..., k - 1, (4.7) 
since HrenKYO = 0. 
w(,lq = n:Yl q+ is a countably normal Hilbert space, 
m 
in the seminorms I/ Bz2 * 11. (B, is defined in (3.2).) 
THEOREM 4.1. K < co. The mapping 
(Tll ,*.*, T&l> - Y,(T, ,***, Tk-1) (4.8) 
defines a holomorphic function from the tube (Re TV < 0} to [9?(&/“)]. 
Furthermore, there are constants a, b, and c which depend only on 1, 




q = Yy,l/2) n XFln . (4.11) 
Y,, E .9r . The q(fj) leave .9r invariant (cf. Appendix B) and, by 
Theorem 3.7, eHrenKT leaves 9r invariant for Re T < 0 and is holo- 
morphic in [%P’(&/2)]. Hence the function (4.8) is defined and 
holomorphic as stated. 
Choose b sufficiently large so that the Stability Theorem 3.6 applies 
for n > b - 1 on the spaces Z(l), Xt2),..., StN), where N is the 
number of $*(fi) operators in (4.3). For each SW),..., XtN), we are 
given a constant a,+,O in Theorem 3.6; let a be the largest. 




inf{ -Re Tj} inf(-Re Tj} +b-1. (4.12) 
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Then by the inequality on the right, rj E S’(a/n) forj = 0, l,..., k - 1. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.6, each e*ren~~j is bounded by eadnon [9(~““a)] cn) C 
A?“) for I’ = 0, I,..., I + I,, and N = 0, l,..., A? Hence 
jl B~‘“!PK(~, ,..., %l)ll G II G!2Ycu,(?3 3.e.j Tk-l>ll 
= I/ By2eH-+)(fl) ... T)(fk) !Po 11 
< e2dm II %‘“dfi) ... 77MJ ul, II. (4.13) 
Now there are two cases: First, suppose q( fi) = y( fi); by Lemma Bl 
we dominate (4.13) by 
const [If;f.f~-~/~ II2 * 11 B +1)‘2eHrenxT1~(f2) ... 7(fk  Y. jj. (4.14) 
Second, suppose v(fi) = +#( jJ; then we dominate (4.13) by 
e2% dN + 1 IIf1 II2 . II ~~‘2eH~““K”df2) ... r](h) Y. II (4.15) 
(If 4 is a fermion field, ~/NT can be replaced by 1.) Since (4.14) 
and (4.15) are of the same form as 11 Bz2!PK 11 in (4.13), the process can 
be continued until no operators are left. The first case will occur I, 
times. Since IIfi~-i/~ /I2 < const ljfi /I2 , we dominate (4.13) by 
[comt fi llfj II21 1 ByzOf’2Yo 11 = [const fi jjfj 112! n(z+zJ’2. 
j=l j=l 
By the inequality (4.12) on the left, this domination leads to (4.9), 
completing the proof. 1 
We shall say that a function is holomorphic on the domain 
{Re ri < 0 or 7i = 0} to mean that it is holomorphic in the nonzero 
variables when the remaining variables are fixed, assuming continuity 
in each 7i as ri + 0 inside a sector S’(d). 
COROLLARY 4.2. The function (4.8) is defined and holomorphic on 
the domain (Re ri < 0 or ri = 0) and the inequality (4.9) holds if 
inf{- Re TJ is replaced by inf{- Re 7i , TV f: 01. 
Proof. For T = 0, eXrenM7 = I, which is always a contracting 
mapping in [a( ~r‘/~)]c~‘) . The nontangential continuity holds since, 
by Theorem 3.7, eH rep is a holomorphic semigroup on [B(&‘/2)] ~~1). 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. In the countably normed Hilbert space [Uw(&/2)], 
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as K --f co, r-uniformly on compact subsets of {Re TV < 0 or ri = 0} 
that can be contained in a closed polysector S’(d)k. 
Proof. This follows by Theorem 3.7. 1 
For complex-time VEV (4.4), we now have trivially: 
THEOREM 4.4. K < co. The mk(~, ,..., T&-1) are holomorphic func- 
tions on {Re rj < 0 or TV = 0} and 
+ b/‘0’2. 
Furthermore, mK + mW as K -+ co, uniformly on compact sets that can be 
contained in some polysector S’(d)k. 
EXISTENCE THEOREM 4.5 (Let fj satisfy (4.2).) K < co. There is 
a unique tempered distribution m,(Irn TV ,..., Im T~-~) on Rk-l such that 
for any sequence 
(Re 71 ,..., Re T~-~) + 0 
inside an arbitrary subcone of the cone {Re Ti < O> U Re{ TV = 01, 
@,(T1 ,..., Tkel) ---f E,@m T1 ,..., h ~~-1) (4.16) 
as tempered distributions in the variables (Im T1 ,..., Im Tkel). More 
generally, we can set any of the Ti = 0 and the convergence holds in the 
remaining variables. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 4.4 by a well-known theorem 
of Tillman (cf. Ref. [16, Section 26.31). 1 
Let Y’(Rk-l) d enote the space of tempered distributions, the dual 
of Y(R”-l). 
COROLLARY 4.6. K < 00. Restrict (Re T1 ,..., Re T&i) to any given 
closed subcone of the cone {Re TV < 0) U {Re TV = O}. The mK(T1 ,..., TkUI) 
belong to Y’(Rk-l) in the variables (Im T1 ,..., Im Tkpl). In some semi- 
norm of Y’(Rk-l), the mK are bounded by (const @-r llfj ]]a}, where 
the constant is independent of K < co. 
Proof. This is a corollary of the proof of the Tillman theorem, 
quoted above, where such a bound is constructed. The bound is 
proportional to the constant in brackets of the inequality (4.9) in the 
case 1 = 0. 1 
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Let J&K be the Fourier transform of mK 
convention of (2.8). 
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in 9”(Rk-l), following the 
COROLLARY 4.7 (spectral condition). K < 00. 
A 
supp Jv(Q ,..., rlc-1) c (Yj < O}. 
Proof. This follows from Theorems 4.4 and 4.5 by a well-known 
theorem about Laplace transforms of L. Schwartz (cf. Ref. [16, Sec- 
tion 26.41). fi 
By the “Fubini theorem” for tempered distributions, the change 
of variables Im 7j = tj+l - tj in mK(Im pi ,..., Im ~~-i), defined by 
Theorem 4.5, yields a distribution WK(tl ,..., tk) in Y’(Rk). This 
defines the putative VEV (4.5). Note that W, is invariant under time 
translation, tj + tj - t. 
The dependence of W, on fi ,..., fk is given in (4.3). A Eucliean 
transformation {a, R} of W, is defined by replacing each fj by 
fi~a,R)(x) = f#-Yx - a)). Note that 17(fb,& = U(a, RH*r(f > Way RI), 
where U({a, R}) is th e representation given by (4.1). Since Hrenn. and 
Y,, are invariant under U({a, R}), W, is invariant under Euclidean 
transformations. So we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.8. (invariance) K < GO. W, is invariant under 
Euclidean transformations and under time translations. 
Corollary 4.6 and the Schwartz nuclear theorem imply the following: 
COROLLARY 4.9. K < co. W, E Y'(Rlk). 
Using the notation (4.5) for the distribution defined by Theorem 4.5, 
we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.10. K < co. 
1 (Hermiticity). 
(Yll > dfl Y t1) ... %(.h > ?k)ylg) = wo 9 %(fK 9 t?J* .‘. 7lal ? ~l)*youo)* 
2 (Locality). If ti = t = ti+l is Jixed and fi fi+l = 0, 
(Yo , ..’ %(fi , +hdh+1 , 9 ‘.. you,) = Iwo 3 ... %(.fifl , +dh P t) ... YO>> 
where the negative sign is used ;f TK(fi , t) and r]K(fi+l , t) are both 
fermion jields. 
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3 (Positive definiteness). 
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, the stated equalities and inequalities are 
limits in Y’(Rk-I) (or Y’(Rkd2) in the case of locality) of equalities and 
inequalities which hold trivially because of being inner products. 1 
Corollaries 4.7-4.10 are essentially the Wightman axioms (cf. 
Ref. [4]) for a nonrelativistic model. We have included in the discus- 
sion the cutoff case, K < CO, in order to assert that IV, -+ IV, as K -+ co. 
This convergence was conjectured for relativistic models (with more 
complicated cutoffs) by Wightman [l]. Wightman suggested that this 
convergence might be used to prove existence of the limit, but here 
we obtain it only a fortiori: 
THEOREM 4.11. W, -+ IV, in Y’(R4k) for any sequence K -+ CO. 
Proof, (Recall that weak and strong sequential convergence in 9” 
are the same.) By time translation invariance, Corollary 4.8, it suffices 
to prove the convergence mK -+ @‘a in Y’(R4”-l). By the K-inde- 
pendence of the bound of Corollary 4.6, which is dominated by a 
seminorm of L?‘(R”~), and the Schwartz nuclear theorem, it suffices 
to prove the convergence 
IVK(Im 71 ,..., Im ~-r) -+ W,(Im 71 ,..., Im ~-1) (4.17) 
for fixed fi as in (4.2), as tempered distributions in the variables 
(Im T1 )...) Im Tkel). 
Fix Re TV < 0. By Theorem 4.4, 
(4.18) 
uniformly in the variables Im 7i on compact subsets of Rk-l. Hence 
(4.18) holds if integrated against grn functions of compact support 
on Rk-l. Since these functions are dense in 9’(Rk-‘) and since, by 
Corollary 4.6, the m, are K-uniformly bounded in a seminorm of 
Y(Rk-l), it follows that (4.18) holds if integrated against functions in 
9’(Rk-l). That is, (4.18) holds in Y(Rk-‘). 
Now we have convergence of the Fourier transform of (4.18), 
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and thus, if h E Y(Rk-l), 
n 
(eTIReT1 ... erk-lRerk-lVK(Y1 ,..., ykpl), h(r, ,..., Y~,-~)) 
-+ lerlRerl ... erk-lReTr-lWm(Yl ,..., ykpl), h(r, ,..., ykwl)). (4.19) 
Since multiplication by erlResl .*. er*-lReTa-l maps Vz&,(R”-r) onto 
itself, (4.19) implies the weak * convergence in the dual of v~~‘,,,(R~-l) 
go(Y, )... > Y&l) - k(y1 ,‘.‘, Yk-1). (4.20) 
The kK are K-uniformly bounded in a seminorm of Y’(R”-l) since 
the l$‘K are. Therefore the convergence (4.20) holds (weakly) in Y’. 
The convergence then holds under the inverse Fourier transformation, 
so we obtain (4.17). 1 
(A general discussion of the approximation of relativistic quantum 
field theories in terms of the analytic Wightman functions has been 
given by Jaffe [17].) 
The operator 
iH,,,W = e - I f(t) eiHrent dt (4.21) 
for f E Y, is defined as a strong Riemann integral; it is bounded by 
llf Ill - 
THEOREM 4.12. eiHren(f) : B(+zElz) -+ g(+zzi2). 
Proof. It suffices to consider only the N-nucleon subspace L@(~). 
By Theorem 3.7, 
s 
f (Im T) eHren?Pd(Im T) (4.22) 
exists as a strong Riemann integral in [B(e”/2)] if YE B(H~/~) and 
Re T < 0. For all @ E g(ez/2), 
(Bii2@, Bj’2eHrenT’) (4.23) 
is holomorphic in (Re T < O}. Given T, choose 71 as in (4.12). Then 
the absolute value of (4.23) is bounded by 
II B;‘2@ II * II Bk’2Y II < II B;‘2@ ll(n” II y II + II B:‘2y II”)“” 
< const II Bi’2@ /I . 11 Bi’2Y 11 (n + b)z’2 
< const // Bi’2@ 11 *II Bi’2Y jl 1 “ix”,: ’ + 2blzi2. 
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So, as in the proof of Theorem 4.5, there is a unique 9’ limit of (4.23). 
That is, (4.22) h as a weak limit in [9(edz/2)]. This weak limit must also 
exist as a weak limit for the coarser topology of z%?(~). But in #tN), 
(4.22) has a strong limit, viz., e iHren(f)Y, which must also be the weak 
limit in Z(N) and [9(4~~/~)]. Thus, eiHren(j)YE g(j~l/~). 1 
Remarks. 1. If K < co, the VEV are actually %? functions [ 131. 
This follows from the invariance of 9(Hoz) under e--iH=nKt (Proposi- 
tion B7), which is not expected if K = cg. Since Y, E F”(H,,) and 
q(f) : 9(HA+l) -+ 9(H,,l) for f E 9, the operators involved in (4.3) 
and (4.5) can be composed as written, with Re TV = 0. This is directly 
analogous to the approach of Jaffe in Ref. [8] and all of the analogous 
results follow, e.g., the current equations for the time-ordered VEV 
(Green’s functions) hold. We included the case K < CC in the present 
discussion only for the sake of the convergence, Theorem 4.11. 
2. If H,,,, is defined on Z according to the convention H,,,, = 
fL - NE, , then for K < CO, on an appropriate domain, e.g., 
%F’(H,), the current equations 
i a2 G------d +m2~~(x,t)lR~K(x,t) =o, ( at2 
(2.24) 
4(x, t) + gjm,(x, t) = 0 
hold as operator distributions, where 
The current equations (4.24) can be inserted into the VEV (4.5) by 
allowing 7,(x, t) to be J,(x) t), jrenr(x, t) or jFenx(x, t). Then the 
K + cg limit exists by Theorem 4.11, but, in the case of jr&x, t) 
or j$&,( x, t , t e irnl is seen to exist only a fortiori. In this sense, ) h 1’ ‘t 
we have defined the current equations (4.24) in the case K = co, with 
an infinite counter term involved in the definition of jrenm(x, t). 
3. Theorem 4.12 yields an equivalent definition of the VEV 
distribution (4.4), with Re TV = 0. 
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4. A domain 9,,, C & can be defined as the linear span of the 
weak limits in [%Y”“(~r’“)] of vectors of the form 
1 !P=(T, ,..., T& f(Im TV ,..., Im ~-r) d(Im 7J ,..., d(Im T& 
as (Re 70 ,..., Re ~~-r) -+ 0 inside a closed cone, where Ym(7,,,..., ~~-r ) 
is given as in (4.3). Then gm is invariant under @rent and J ~(f, t) g(t)& 
for g E 9. This yields another equivalent definition of the VEV 
distribution (4.5). 
5. PARTICLE STRUCTURE 
In this section we obtain some information about the spectrum of 
H,,, restricted to the one-nucleon subspace Z(l), provided the coup- 
ling constant g is small. We find states that represent “dressed” or 
“physical” nucleons. Because the “bare” nucleons are not relativistic, 
we only find physical nucleons of low velocity. 
In outline, the method is the following: We will decompose the 
state space Z(l) as an integral over the total momentum p. Since the 
Hamiltonian H,,, is translation invariant, it is reduced by this 
decomposition. Let Hrenp denote the reduced Hamiltonian. If the 
coupling constant is zero, g = 0, so that there is no interaction, 
H renp has a unique eigenvalue / p 12/2M with multiplicity one. If j p 1 
is not large, this eigenvalue is isolated from the rest of the spectrum. 
We use the technique of Appendix A to show that this eigenvalue is 
stable and analytic in g in a neighborhood of the origin. Physical 
nucleon states are described by direct integrals over the perturbed 
eigenvectors. 
X(l) = Z2(R3) @ 9. If YE X(r), its Fock space components 
Y"l"'(p, kl >-.., k) are Z2 functions that are symmetric in the k’s. 
In this section, the first variable, p, will have the interpretation of 
“total momentum” for the system of one nucleon and n mesons. 
That is, we change the representation of Section 2 by the unitary 
transformation U on Z(l) given by 
!P(x, k, ,..., k,) + (27r)-3’2 
s 
eix.(p-~~=lk,)Y(n)(X, k, ,..., k,) dx (5.1) 
for integrable components. The variable x has the interpretation of 
nucleon position. 
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@ z* dp, zp = g. 
If YE Z(l), Y, E g is given, for a.e. p, by the components 
(5.2) 
Y:‘(k, ,..., k,) = !P)(p, k, ,..., k,). 
That is, !Pp) E .9tn) for a.e. p, 11 Y-‘?) 11: is measurable, and 
(5.3) 
s II yt) II,” dP = II !+ II,” 
by Fubini’s theorem; by Beppo Levi’s theorem, Y,, E 9 for a.e. p, 
11 Yb II2 is measurable, and J II YD II2 dp = 11 Y 11. Also, if Q, E F, 
(P), YF’) and (@, YJ are measurable. 
We will show that 
UHr,nU-l = 0 Hrenp I 
d p, (5.4) 
where H,,,, , defined in 9, can be analyzed by Nelson’s method 
discussed in Section 2. We introduce the operators in 9 needed for 
this analysis. Let p E R3 be a fixed parameter. In 9, let 
H nucp = Z” @ 




Hop = Hmes + Hnucp = f$3 &4k,)+ 1P-F;1ki’2 1, (5.7) 
defined (componentwise in the case of (5.5)) as direct sums of multi- 
plication operators so that they are self-adjoint on their maximal 
domains. Let 
H;, = g(2(2r)3)-1~2{u(w-1~2xK) + u*(u-~~~x,J}, (5.8) 
T.&x = g(2(2~>3>-“2{--a(13,x,) + a*(&xJ>, (5.9) 
where pK is given in (2.21). 
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We use the rigging 
%c c 38 c 4-1, , 
where Z,, = F, Sr,, = s~(H$~) in the norm 
(5.10) 
II * llrm = llwl, + cp2 . II. (5.11) 
As topological linear spaces, PP and XPflc are independent of p and 
c > 0. We suppress the subscript c when possible. “t” denotes 
adjoints with XP1 dual to ZD-r . 
Let 
with 
A’( diKK~rl E weI1 3 =a, (5.14) 
denote the sum 
k3 wJ-1~2XK)t~ + I a(w-l/2XK)} 
+ k3 $14kkLxJt * V, + V,+ . a(kbKxK)} 
2 1 -- 
+ 2&)3 2M ({(e + I)-“2a(kP,x,>2)t(~ + W2 
+ (e + W2Y(*z + W2&%xA2)l + 24k&xJ * 4&x,J)- (5.15) 
(The operators are defined on 9 of (2.25) and extended by closure.) 
Note that the p dependence occurs only in V, , made explicit by (5.5). 
Now it is straightforward that (5.14) holds and, in fact, that the entirity 
of Nelson’s analysis applies. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. 1. For K < co, 
is self-adjoint on 9(H,,) and bounded below. 
2. For K < CO, TiK is essentially skew-&joint on 9(&i2) and 
e”T;CK : e&o 
on 9 as K --+ co. If K < CO, esT;(, leaves 9(H,,,) invariant. 
5W8/ I-9 
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3. For K < 00, A’( g)KD deJined in (5.12) restricts to an operator 
in g and 
H renKKy, = H,, - EKK = e-T;(“HKKpeTk’, 
where 
fiK,I, = f4m + a&, 
on ~(exi)’ 
4. For every aj > 0, there are constants K and c, depending only 
on a constant r such that 1 g 1 < r, so that ai = a,?a,t and 
II 4g)iKKkYll G aij II y IIDIC 
for all !P E XP1 , all K < co, and all p E R3. Furthermore, 
K, g ++ &hen E g’(j1”,1 Y &) 
is continuous in K < 00 and analytic in g E {I g j < r>. 
5. K and c can be chosen suficiently large so that HKm,, is self- 
adjoint on a domain 9(HKmCD) C 9(Hip) and bounded below by -c, 
by the KLMN Theorem A5. Define 
H renD is self-adjoint on 9(Hronp) = eeT&B(HK,J, and bounded below 
by -c. Furthermore, for h < -c, 
(A - fzK,,)-l unif (A - fTKmD)-l, 
(A - f4en&1 : (A - ffrenpY. 
Fix K and c as in Proposition 5.1.5 and sufficiently large so that 
Section 2 applies. Let U be the unitary operator given by (5.1). 
THEOREM 5.2. K < a. In the decomposition (5.2), 
ufi,Jkl = s 
@ gKI) dp, (5.16) 
UT&-’ = s 
@ T,’ dp, (5.17) 
UHr,,P1 = I 0 Hre,,xe dp. 
(5.18) 
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Proof. Everything has been made explicit, so the proof is a direct 
computation. For example, 
UViF1 = 
I 
@ V, dp, 
(5.19) 
Uu(e-ix.kf(k)) U-l = 1 @ a(f) dp 
for f E 9a. Whence, (5.17) holds, 
UHou-l = s @ Ho, dp, 
(5.20) 
and, for K < co, 
uAP1 = s @ A,, dp, 
(5.21) 
in the notation of (2.36) and (5.12) f or respective restrictions to B(H,J 
and Q(H,,). Thus, the theorem holds for K < CO. Finally, (5.16) and 
(5.18) hold (for the resolvents) because the resolvents converge strongly 
by (2.42), (2.45), and Proposition 5.1.5. i 
Next, we shall show that A(g)KP = RK, , K < co, has an eigenvalue 
which is analytic in g. provided g is small, for j p 1 not large. First, 
consider the case g = 0. 
The free Hamiltonian for momentum p, H,,, in 9, has a unique 
eigenvalue, viz., 1 p j2/2M with eigenspace F-Co) = C (see (5.7)). For 
/ p 1 large, this eigenvalue is embedded in the continuous spectrum. 
In fact Ho, restricted to F-(i) is multiplication by w(k) + 1 p -k /a/2&!; 
the spkctrum of this restricted operator is continuous and contains 
w(p) and, for 1 p 1 large, w(p) < / p 12/2M. (If the nucleons had 
relativistic kinetic energy, there would always be a mass gap.) However, 
if 
/ p 1 < i”‘“, G, )lj2, (5.22) 
the eigenvalue I p 12/2M is isolated from the rest of the spectrum by 
a gap of length G < m. That is, the existence of such a gap is equiva- 
lent to the inequality 
IP--k12 
2M 
+ w(k) > $$ + G 
for all k (since z:j”=, w(kJ > w(Zy-i kj)), which follows immediately 
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from (5.22). From now on, we shall consider only p, so that there is a 
mass gap. 
In the next lemma, fix p so that there is a mass gap; let r be a simple 
closed curve bounded away from the spectrum of H,,, with the eigen- 
value 1 p 12/2&T in its interior and the rest of the spectrum in its 
exterior. Let 
h+c ac = sup SUP 
Aer hespecUI,,,) I I h--h’ 
Since H,,, is positive and unbounded and c > 0, 1 < 01~ < 00. Also, 
tic-+ co asc-+ co. 
LEMMA 5.3. Positive constants K, c, E < &, and r can be chosen 
such that,for allg E {I g 1 < r} and all K E [K, co], 
for all Y E XDIC . Furthermore, A’(O),, = 0 and 
K, g * ‘A’(g),, E B(%I 2 q-1) 
is continuous in K E [K, co] and analytic in g E (1 g 1 < r-1. 
Proof. Except for the condition E < ol;‘, the lemma follows by 
(5.12) and Proposition 5.1.4. In order to meet this condition, we choose 
r sufficiently small. b 
In the next theorem and corollary let p, r, K, c, and r be fixed as 
in Lemma 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.4. For K 9 K < co, 1 g I < r, 
is an infinitesimalgenerator in 9 (in the sense of the KLMN Theorem 5A), 
self-adjoint for g real. F belongs to the resolvent set and 
is continuous in operator norm in K E [K, 001 and analytic in g E (1 g 1 < r} 
l&me P(p, K, g) is a projection onto a one-dimensional eigenspace of 
&)KD * with isolated eigenvalue E( p, K, g), also continuous in K and 
analytic in g. 
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Finally, 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 5.3 and Theorem A7. 1 
For the p-reduced, renormalized Hamiltonian H(g),,,,, , --r < g < r, 
defined in Proposition 5.1 as a self-adjoint operator bounded below 
by -c, we obtain the main result: 
COROLLARY 5.5. K < K < co, -I’ < g < r. E(p, K, g) is an 
isolated eigenvalue of H(g)r,nr, of multiplicity one, continuous in K and 
analytic in g, 
The corresponding eigenprojection, P(p, K, g), is continuous in operator 
’ norm in K andg. 
Proof. As defined by Proposition 5.1, 
H( g)renKD = e-=‘(w( g)K&=‘(gk (5.23) 
By this unitary equivalence, H(g)p,nKs and A(g)KD have the same 
spectral properties, so E(p, K, g) is the function given in the theorem. 
It is obvious from (5.9) that e +T’(g)K is strongly continuous in g and by 
Proposition 5.1.2 it is strongly continuous in K. So 
P(p, K, g) = t?‘)+(p, K, g) C?=‘(‘)’ 
is strongly continuous in K and g. It is also a one-dimensional projec- 
tion, so the continuity holds in operator norm. 1 
We now consider the p dependence of the eigenvalue E(p) = 
Eb> KY g) of ffrem and of the corresponding eigenprojection P(p) = 
p(P, ‘Gg), K < K < 00, -r < g < r. Let u E R3 be a unit vector 
so that p = pu; E(pu) is independent of u. Let K and c be fixed as 
in Lemma 5.3. 
THEOREM 5.6. K < CO. Suppose that a,,, has an isolated eigenvalue 
E(p,u) of multiplicity one, with corresponding projection p(p,u). Then 
for p is a neighborhood of p, , l?,(,,, has an isolated eigenvalue E(pu) 
of multiplicity one and corresponding projection p( pu), both analytic in p. 
Proof. We consider RK, G RKD, + (aK,, - gK,) as a KLMN 
perturbation of flCp, and apply the same argument as before (Theo- 
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rem A7). The norms Ij * /IP+re g iven in (5.11) are equivalent for all 
p E R3 and all c > 0, so 
In ~PGolc y *D-lc), by (5.15), (5.5), and (5.6), 
+ P, - VJ .4%xJ 
= 24~0 - P) . (2 0 f k3) + (I P I2 - I PO 171 
*1=0 j=l 
+ (P - PO) .--- Md$GF W/&xJI + I+@P~xJ>. 
Let x = p - p, and let A(x) be this perturbation. Theorem A7 
holds trivially if x is restricted to an interval about the origin. 1 
By the p-independent unitary equivalence (5.23), we obtain the 
same result for the renormalized Hamiltonian: 
COROLLARY 5.7. K < 00. In Theorem 5.6, flK, can be replaced by 
H renKD and p(p) by P(p) = e-rK’P(p) eTK’. 
To summarize: If the coupling constant g is sufficiently small in 
absolute value and the total momentum p is not too large, then the 
momentum-reduced Hamiltonian H,,,, has an isolated eigenvalue 
E(p, g) at the bottom of its spectrum which is analytic in p and g. 
The corresponding eigenprojection P( p, g) is one-dimensional, 
continuous in g, and analytic in p with p = pu. For g = 0, E( p, 0) = 
1 p 12/2M and P(p, 0) projects to the no-meson state in SD = 9. 
We remark that for g # 0, it would be reasonable if E(p, g) 
dissolves into the continuous spectrum as I p / becomes large, since 
a fast-moving bare nucleon whose energy is a quadratic function of 
its momentum could slow down and emit mesons. 
Let @,, E 9 = XP be the no-meson state, @cn) = 0 unless n = 1 
and Q(l) = 1 EC. Let 
y&l = P(P,d@o* (5.24) 
Suppose Y,, # 0 for j p 1 < p (depending on g). For g small, there 
certainly exists such a p because P(p, g) is continuous in g and 
P(P, 0) @o = @o * 
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If f(p) is measurable so that suppf C {I p 1 < p} and 
I IfW . II yp II2 dP = 1, 
then we interpret 
s 0 f(p) Y, dp E X(l) (5.25) 
as representing a “physical, one-nucleon” state. 
We can solve the “one-body problem” of Haag (cf. Ref. [18]) of 
finding a field operator in ~‘8 = Cz=, @ X(N) that yields physical, 
one-nucleon states when applied to the vacuum vector YOj . For 
f(x, t) E Y(R4), let fi(x) = f(x, t), so ft E Y(R”). The nucleon field 
operator #*(f) is given on coin = uG=i @,“I=, ZtN’) by the strong 
Riemann integral 
#*(f)y = j” eiH’““t#*(ft) e-iHrentyl &, (5.26) 
where #*(fJ is given by (2.13). Let F(p, E) = J eip”e-i~~f(x, t) dx dt. 
NowifsuppFC{/pI <p}, and for each p, I p I < p, F(p, E) = 0 
unless E E R - {(spec H,,,,) - E(p, g)}, then $*(f) Y, , up to 
normalization, represents a physical, one-nucleon state of the form 
(5.25). This is trivially checked: 
#*(f) Y. = / eiHrent#*(ft) Y,, dt 
= s eiHrent 11 @f,(p) Q0 dp/ dt 
= 
s s 
@ eiHrent &p) a0 dt dp 
= @F(P, E(~,g))P(~,g)@,dp s 
= @F(P> E(p,g))Ypddp. s 
APPENDIX A. DOMAIN AND EIGENVECTOR STABILITY 
FOR PERTURBATIONS OF A SELF-ADJOINT OPERATOR 
BY RELATIVELY BOUNDED SESQUILINEAR FORMS 
For the convenience of the reader, we collect in this appendix the 
perturbation lemmas needed for the preceding sections. The central 
result, Theorem A5, is a well-known result of P. D. Lax and A. N. 
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Milgram, developed by J. L. Lions, Y. Kato, and E. Nelson (cf. Refs. 
[9, 10, 191). N e 1 son first used the rigged Hilbert space language which 
is especially convenient, since we need to consider operator restrictions 
to new Hilbert spaces, Theorem A9. 
To begin, we need only the simplest case of a rigged Hilbert space, 
where 2 is a Hilbert space in the norm 11 * 11, S1 is a dense linear 
submanifold of S? and a Hilbert space in a norm I] * lllC 2 1/FIj * 11, 
c > 0, and Xi, is the completion of S? in the norm II * I]--le dual to 
z@~, when elements !P E X are considered linear functionals (Y, *) 
on P1 . That is, 
It is clear that 11 * Il-iC < l/l/Z 11 * II on 2-P. We use the same notation, 
(Y, *) for an arbitrary element YE XiC and, similarly, (*, Y) for an 
antilinear functional on SIC. Because X1 is a dense linear manifold 
in 2, X1, and XIC are dual under either of these extensions of the 
inner produce of 2. In particular, we are interested in the case 
in the norm 
II y IllC = IIPO + WY II, c > 0. (A.3) 
These norms are equivalent for all c > 0, XIC is independent of 
c > 0 as a space, and the norms I] * I/--le are equivalent. 
H, extends by closure to an element g,, E g(XIC, X1,). Let 
LEMMA Al. If h belongs to the resolvent set of H,,, then 0 < c&l) < co, 
(A - f7,): 21, + xqc is a linear homeomorphism, andfor all YE Sel, , 
IV - rr,)FIY Ilk d %(4ll y IL * 
Proof. By the spectral theorem, H,, can be represented as multi- 
plication by a positive measurable function on an Pz space. The rigging 
(A.l) is then given by Z2 spaces. In this context, the lemma is 
immediate. 1 
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THEOREM A2. Let A E ~3(&, Xl,,). Suppose that 11 AY I/--le < 
E 11 !P lllc for some E, c > 0 and all YE til, . If h belongs to the resolvent 
set of H,, and ~cx,(h) < 1, then (h - RO - A): Zl, -+ IK,, is a linear 
homeomorphism and 
for all YE SCIC . Explicitly, A(X - n&l E B(&?-lC) with operator 
bound q(X) < 1, so that 
(1 - A(h - rr,)-y-1 = f (A@ - Ro)-l)l (A-5) 
LO 
converges in the operator norms of Xlc . So (1 - A(h - a,)-l)-l E g(3&) 
with bound (1 - pa,)-l, and 
(A - ITo - A)-1 = (A - Ro)-y1 - A@ - F&-y. 
Proof. By Lemma Al, (h - H&l E 9(KlC , =XIC) with bound 
a,(X). So by the hypothesis, A(h - H&l E g(XIC) with bound 
q,(h) < 1. The rest now follows according to the Neumann series. 1 
(To be explicit, we suppose “domains of analyticity” are disks in 
the complex plane and “domains of continuity” are intervals of the 
extended real line.) 
COROLLARY A3. Suppose that z -+ A(x) E g(til,, XIC) is ana- 
lytic (or continuous) on some domain. Let h be in the resolvent set of H, 
and suppose there is a c > 0 so that (1 A(x)Y (jmle < E I( Y (jlC for some 
E < CY,(~)-l and all YE Xl, and x in the domain. Then 
x ---f (A - El0 - A(x))-1 E L3(2elC , tile) 
is analytic (or continuous, respectively). 
Proof. Analyticity (continuity) of bounded operator-valued func- 
tions is preserved under composition and under limits in operator 
norm. So the corollary follows by the expansion (A.5). 1 
For convenience in reference, we state the following trivial lemma 
which yields the conditions of Theorem A2. 
LEMMA A4. Let A, E g(S’Z’& , Z), i = 1, 2, j = 1, 2 ,..., n. Then 
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If, for constants aij and c > 0, 11 A,jY 11 < aij 11 Y /IIC for all YE Z& ) 
with E = Cy=, a,ia,j , then )I AY jj-le < E )I Y lllC. (Adjoints for which 
2 is self-dual and X1, is dual to SIC are denoted by “t”.) 
For 0 < a < CO and co . 0 = 0, let 
S(a) ={zEC: /Imxj <aRex}, 
S’(a) = {T EC : Re 7 < --a / Im T I}. 
(~4.7) 
An operator H in .# is the infinitesimal generator of a holomorphic 
contraction semigroup eHT on 2 for 7 E S”(a) if and only if (cf. Ref. [9, 
pp. 490, 2791) 
(I) For all YE B(H), (U, HY) E S(a); 
(A.@ 
(2) For all h E S’(u) and (A - H)-l E g(X), 1 X 1 . jl(h - H)-lII < 1. 
KLMN THEOREM A5. Let A E g(X&, SC,,). Suppose that 
forsomec>Oand~<landallY~~l,.Let~=~,+Ain 
g(Z1, , X3 and let H be the restriction of H to 
LB(H) = {YE PIC : HY E se}. 
Then H f c is the infinitesimal generator of a holomorphic contraction 
semigroup e(H+C)T on 8 for r c S’(a), where a is a positive number 
satisfying the inequality 
(A.lO) 
In applications one can usually find a better estimate on a. For 
example, if (Y, AY) is real, a = 0 and H is a self-adjoint operator 
bounded below by -c. 
Proof. First, for all YE Xi, , 
(K CR + W) E s (&) 9 
which implies (A.8, 1) for (H + c), with the inequality (A.lO): 
Re(Y, (H + c)Y) >, (Y, (K + c)Y) - I(Y, &)I 3 (1 - c>(Y@ + c)Y); 
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SO 
< & Re(Y, (P + c)Y). 
Second, if h E S’(a), E~,(X - c) < I. By Theorem A2, 
(A - R - c)-1 E 97(y;“-lc , sq,) and by the closed graph theorem its 
restriction (X - H - c)-l E s(X). This together with (A.8, 1) 
proves (A.8,2). 1 
If A satisfies the conditions of Theorem A5, we write 
H& H,,+A. 
We can suppose the constant a, satisfying (A. lo), is the best possible, 
i.e., 
a = inf{b : 1 Im(Y, (H + c)Y)l < 6 Re(Y, (H + c)Y)}. (A.11) 
The next theorem is adapted from Nelson [3]. 
THEOREM A6 1. Suppose that u -+ A(u) E 99(&$, SC,,) is con- 
tinuous on some domain so that, for c > 0, E < 1 jixed, I/ A(u)Y jl--le ,< 
E II y IllC * Let H(u) f HO + A(u). Let u(u) be given by (A.11). Then 
for X in the resolvent set of HO with q(,(h) < 1, the mappings 
u --f (A - H(u))-l E &J(p), 
u - a(u), 
u + eHfuJr, strong topology, 
are continuous. The lust is r-uniformly continuous in the strong topology 
of a(Z) on intervals I, provided r is restricted to compact subsets of 
nue1 S’(44). 
2. If z -+ A(z) is analytic and satisfies the same conditions, then 
x -+ (X - H(z))-l E B’(X) is analytic. 
Proof. Part 2 follows by Corollary A3. 
Continuity of u -+ U(U) follows from the inequalities 
1 + a(u) a(d) < +I + r 1 _ , E 
1 + a@‘) a(u) < 4~‘) + r 1 _ 9 E 
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which hold if 1) (A(u’) - a(u))!P]]-ie < r 1) Y J/iC . These inequalities 
follow from the inequalities in the proof of Theorem A5. 
Finally, the continuity of u + e H(u)r follows by a convergence 
theorem of Trotter (cf. Ref. [9, p. 5021). 1 
Next we study eigenvalue stability. Suppose that H,, has an isolated 
eigenvalue E, of multiplicity one and let P,, be the self-adjoint projec- 
tion onto the one-dimensional eigenspace of E, . Let Y be a simple 
closed curve in the complex plane that is bounded away from the 
spectrum of H,, with E,, in its interior and the rest of the spectrum in 
its exterior. Let 
a = a(c, q = sup o&(h), 
AU 
(A.12) 
where a,(X) is given in (A.4). If H,, is unbounded, 
l<@L<CO; (A.13) 
in general, a: > 0. The present theory is unnecessary if H,, is bounded, 
so we suppose (A. 13) holds. 
THEOREM A7. Let H,, have an isolated eigenvalue E,, of multiplicity 
one, as above. Suppose that x -+ A(x) E ~(~I,, X,,) is analytic 
(continuous) with A(z,) = 0 and 11 A(z)Y II+ < E I/ YylllC for c > 0, 
E < a-1 < 1 fixed. Theorem A5 holds; let H(z) A H, + A(z). Then I’ 
belongs to the resolvent set of H(x) and 
z - P(z) = & j (A - H(z))-l dh 
I‘ 
is analytic (continuous). So H(x) has an isolated eigenvalue E(z) of 
multiplicity one for which P(z) is a projection to the eigenspace; further- 
more, x -+ E(z) is analytic (continuous). 
Proof. For X E r, caC(X) < 1, so r belongs to the resolvent set of 
H(z) by Theorem A6 and z --t (h - H(z))-l E g’(Z) is analytic 
(continuous). Then P(a) exists as a Riemann integral in a’(X) 
topology and 
(Y, P(z)@) = & j (Y’, (A - H(z))-9) dA. 
I- 
P(a) is a projection onto the eigenspace of the part of the spectrum 
of H(x) contained in r (cf. Ref. [9, p. 1781). Since P(z) is continuous 
in x, its range must have constant dimension, viz., one, since H(q) = 
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Ha . Therefore H(z) has an isolated eigenvalue E(x) of multiplicity 
one, separated by r from the rest of the spectrum. E(x,,) = E, . 
It is staightforward to check that z --f E(x) is analytic (con- 
tinuous). 1 
Finally, we turn to the question of domain stability. We consider 
domains of the form 9(B), where B is a self-adjoint operator that 
commutes with Ha in the sense that H,, and B have simultaneous 
spectral resolutions, so eHoT : B(B) -+ g(B) for all T E S’(0). Assume 
that 
B 2 1. (A.14) 
We shall find conditions on the perturbation A of the KLMN 
Theorem A5 that control the commutator [A, B], understood in a 
generalized sense, so that H + c + Ha + A + c restricts to the 
generator of a holomorphic contraction semigroup on 9(B) in the 
norm ]I B * I), satisfying (A.8) for an appropriate constant a. 
We construct an embedded rigging of Hilbert spaces, 
sq c A? c GtT1 
sir c St c iiLl 
(A.15) 
where the first line is just (A.l) with X1 given by (A.2) and (A.3), 
ST’ = 9(B), II * II’ = II B . II, (A.16) 
Sl’ = z~(BH;‘~), II . 111’ = II W,, + W . /I, 
and 
se?, = {YE &Cl : (ITo + c)-1Y E Xl’}. (A.17) 
Then PI, is the dual of Zi’ in an extension by continuity of the 
inner product (*, *)’ of S’. Adjoints in which sS? and 2’ are self-dual 
and &i , X1 and S1’, SL1 are dual pairs will be denoted by “t”. 
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where “ ’ ” denotes restriction and I‘-” denotes extension by con- 
tinuity. (Note, for example, that B+ = B-l, not B*.) We can use the 
spectral theorem to construct (A.15)-(A.18) as Zp2 spaces: HO and B 
can be represented as multiplication by h,,(r) and b(r) on Z2(@(r)) 
for some measurable space; then, for example, 
ZL, - ~2(b2(r)(kl(r) + 11-l 44)) 
and the mappings (A.18) are represented by multiplication by the 
same functions. 
Let Aij E B(Zi , SF). If AIj restricts to an element of B(jii”l’, X’), 
we denote this restriction by A& , and if A& , which is an element of 
c~(J?, Xi), restricts to an element of g(Z’, Xl,), we denote the 
restriction by A& . If A E 9(*, , K,) restricts to an element of 
B(Si’, ZI,), we denote the restriction by A’. 
LEMMA A8. Let Aij E !4?(ZI , 2) satisfy the conditions of Lemma 
A4 and let A, aij , c, and E be as given in that lemma. Suppose that 
BA;,(B’)-’ = QIjAlj and BAijB-l = A&Qej in GY(ZI, 2) and 
93(X, Xl), respectively, where Qii E 9?(%?). Let E’ = C ~,ia,i /I QziQli /I. 
Then A restricts to A’ E 91(ZI’, ZI_,) and I/ A’Y Il--lc < E’ // Y II;, 
for all YE XI’. 
Proof. A’ = C A$A;, . We have 
I/ A’Y II& = 11 BA’(B’)-WY //-lc 
= E’ II we . I 
THEOREM A9. Let Aij satisfy the conditions of Lemmas A4 and A8 
with E, E’ < 1. Let H i HO + A and H’ = HO’ + A’ in S@ and Z’, 
respectively, in the sense of Theorem A5. So H + c and H’ + c satisfy 
(A.8) in X and X’, with respective constants a < ~(1 - 6)-l and 
a’ < ~‘(1 - 2-l. For 7 E S’(a) u S’(a’), e(H’+c)7 is the restriction of 
e(H+c)T to X’ C X. H’ is the restriction of H to the domain g(H’) = 
{Y%GS(H): HYEX”}. 
In particular, e(H+c)r : 9(B) * g(B) for Q- E S’(a) u #(a’) and 
this mapping is contracting in I/ B * II norm. 
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Proof. By Lemmas A4 and A8, A in ZI C Z C 2-r and A’ in 
sql’ c 2’ c XL1 ) respectively, satisfy the conditions of the KLMN 
Theorem A5 as perturbations of 
5 E g(& , Xl) and Ho’ E cqsq’, &cl). 
H’ = HO’ + A’ is the restriction of E = HO + A from a(Zr , X1) 
to a(Zr’, Zll). Therefore, for X < -c, we have that the homeo- 
morphism (h - H’)-l : Z-r + XI’ is a restriction of the homeo- 
morphism (h - R)-l : E’_, + Zr . So 
GqH’) = (YE Zl’ : FYJ E Z’} = (A - 8)-l% 
={Y~E1:RYYE}={YYE(N):HYE~‘}, 
since X” C z?. Therefore H’ is a restriction of H. The theorem now 
follows from the following lemma. 
LEMMA AlO. Let H generate a semigroup eH7 on a Hilbert space & 
(in the sense of (A.8)). Let 8’ C Z be a Hilbert space in a norm which 
dominates the norm of &?. Suppose that a restriction H’ of H generates a 
semigroup eH’r on ,F’ (also in the sense of (A.8) with a d$?erent constant 
a’). Then for r E S’(a) n S’(a’), eH’r is the restriction of eHT to Z’. 
Proof. Recall the construction of the Hille-Yosida theorem: 
For X < 0, let HA = XH(h - H)-l and H,,’ = hH’(h - H’)-l in 2 
and Z’, respectively. Then HA E g’(Z) and HA’ E g(X’) and 
&fhr 5 eHT in &f and @‘Ai > &f’r in 2’ as --X + co. Thus, we need 
only show that e H’~r is a restriction of eHAT, since convergence in X’ 
implies convergence in Z. Since eHnT and eH’AT are defined by their 
power expansions, it is enough to show that H,’ is a restriction of 
H,, , which is clear. 1 
To complete this appendix, we consider domain stability in the case 
of especially gentle perturbations A that are (possibly unbounded) 
operators in 2. Trivially, eHo7 : 9(H,“) -+ 9(HOz). 
Let 1-I = H,, + A satisfy (A.8). Then eHT : 9(H01) ---f 9(H,,“) if 
sB(W) = LqH,Z). (A.19) 
We shall find sufficient conditions for (A.19) to hold. The technique 
has been used to prove 9((H0 + HIJ2) = B(H,“) for K < co [13] 
(see Proposition B7); it has also been used by Jaffe, Lanford, and 
Wightman [20] to obtain analogous results for more complicated 
cutoff models. We change notation and write T in the place of H,, , 
since more general conditions apply. 
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If T and A are linear operators in SF, write 
A<T (A.20) 
to mean that 9(T) C B(A), and for E > 0 there is a b < co such that, 
for all YE S(T), 
II A’J’ II G E II TY II + b II YJ II. 
If T is closable in Z, let T- denote the closure. Write (ad T)A = 
[T, A] = TA - AT. Then 
9([T, A]) = {YE 9(T) n .9(A) : TY E 9(A), AYE 9(T)}. 
It is a well-known theorem of Kato (cf. Ref. [9, pp. 287, 1961) 
that if T is essentially self-adjoint, A is symmetric, and A < T, then 
1. T + A is essentially self-adjoint on 9(T): 
2. 9((T + A)-) = 9(T-): (A.21) 
3. T- and (T + A)- have the same cores. 
THEOREM Al 1. Let T be essentially self-adjoint, A symmetric, and 
A < T. Suppose that 
(1) (Tz)- = (T-)l, 1 = 1, 2, 3,..., 
(2) (ad T)‘“A < T”+l, k = 1, 2, 3,... ; 
Then for all 1 = 1, 2, 3 ,..., B(((T + A)-)l = B((T-)“). 
Note that (1) holds if C#( T) = GZ”“( T-). 
Proof. We consider the formal expansion 
(T + A)I = TE + Ix TCIAz”Tza -1, 
where in each term C li < 1 and C li + C li’ = 1. By the first 
hypothesis T” is essentially self-adjoint. We shall show that 
c ThAh’Th . . . < Tz. (A.22) 
The theorem then follows by (A.21). The following simple lemmas 
lead trivially to (A.22). 
LEMMA A12. (1) The relation “<” is transitive. 
(2) The operators A such that A < Tform a complex vector space. 
(3) If T is self-adjoint, then T < T2. 
(4) If T < T2, then T < T2 < T3 < *** < Tl **a . 
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Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. (3) follows by the spectral theorem: 
If T is represented as multiplication by the real measurable function t 
in some Z2 space, we have 1 t j = d/; 1 t 1 * l/& < et2 + l/e, so 
11 tfl12 < E (1 t2fl12 + l/c llfl]2. (4) follows by induction: Assume that 
T < T2 < ... T” and prove that T” < T z+l. Let Y E 9(Azf1) C 9(Az). 
Then II A”ylI = II Az-l{A% < 4 II Az{AY/)Il + b,l/ AYll < 
c/2 11 A”+lY I/ + b,{~’ /) AzY I/ + bi, /I Y I/>. Choose E’ so that ~‘b, = i; 
then, on subtracting 8 I/ AzY jJ f rom both sides and multiplying by 
two, we get /I AzY jl < E 11 A”+lY II + (2b,b$) )I Y 11, where E > 0 is 
arbitrary. 
LEMMA A13. Let T and A be linear operators in X such that 
T < T2 and (ad T)kA < Tk+l, k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., I; then 
TzlAh’TbAb’ . . . < Al 
if C li < 1 and C 1% f C li’ < 1. 
Proof. Assume that II’ > 0. By the hypothesis, 
g( Th+lAh’-1Tz2 . ..) C B([(ad T)kA] Th-k&1’--ITh . ..) 
for k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., lI . It is well known and easily shown by induction 
that, on the domain of the right side, 
. 
TjA = i. (;‘k ) [(ad T)kA] Ti-k (A.23) 
forj = 0, 1,2 ,... . So, if YE 9(Tz1+1Ah’-lTla em.), 
{ TbA} Ah’-l)‘$ . . . y = lkto (i) [(ad T)kA] Tzl-‘/ Azl’-‘Tz2 ... ??? 
For arbitrary E > 0, we have by the hypothesis that 
I/ ThAz”Tze . . . Yjj < k$O ( k) (C 11 Tz’+lAz”-lTza ... Y/I 
+ bEk 11 Tzl-kAzl’-lTza ... Y II} 
= ~2’1 I/ T z,+1A”“-1T’2 . . . IJY /I 
+ go (;) b,, 11 Tz~-kAzl’-lTza a*. Y //. 
580/8/l-10 
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All the terms on the right side involve only (C Zi’) - 1 A operators 
and only the first term, which has an arbitrary factor ~211 > 0, has as 
many as (C ZJ + 1 T operators. 
Now if YE 9(Tzz~+z’l~’ ), the above process can be applied repeat- 
edly until no A operators are left. There results the inequality 
TZ'AZ"T'2 T=l+~'l;Y 
(c1,+zz~'-l) 
11 ... Yll < E' 11 11 + 1 cj’ 11 TY 11, 
j=O 
where e’ > 0 is arbitrary. The lemma now follows by Lemma A12. 1 
APPENDIX B. SOME ELEMENTARY FOCK SPACE LEMMAS 
In the present paper we work mainly with first-order Wick mono- 
mials (annihilation and creation operators) whose kernels are functions 
in certain Sobolev spaces. Thus, it is convenient to work with explicit 
operators in a rigged Fock space. Higher-order Wick monomials with 
function kernels can be treated in the same context and the case of 
more general kernels (e.g., tempered distributions) can be dealt with 
by appropriately restricting the domains of definition, but it seems 
simpler in general to work with sesquilinear forms on an appropriately 
restricted domain (cf. Ref. [21]). Still, some of this simplicity would be 
lost in the context of restricting operators to submanifolds in different 
norms. 
Let J&‘(%) denote the complex vector space of equivalence classes 
of measurable, complex-valued functions ?P(“n)(k, ,..., k,) on R3” 
which are symmetric in the kj E R3, two functions being equivalent 
if they are equal almost everywhere. Let A(O) = C, the complex 
numbers. Let &Y be the complex vector space of all sequences 
Y = {Y(R) E A(@};so . (B.1) 
If f E JV’, we define the annihilation and creation operators u(f) 
and a*(f) to be the linear mappings 
given by 
-- 
Mf>YY”‘(k 1 ,.a., k,) = l/n + 1 1 f(k)Y(“+l)(k, k, ,..., k,) dk (B.3) 
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and 
(a*(f)V% >...> k,) = -,:n= $r f(kJ Y+l)(k, ,..., ki ,..., k,), (B.4) 
where A%‘~ is the subspace of J&’ for which the integrals in (B.3) are 
defined, (a*(f)Y)(O) = 0, and ki denotes the omission of the variable 
ki . Write u+(f) to denote either a(f) or a*(f). 
Let m > 0 be fixed and write 
w(k) = (m2 + I k j2)lj2, kcR3. (B.5) 
If LU~ , ri E Rr, i = 1, 2 ,..., s, denote by 
the subspace of ~8’ of all Y such that 
Note that (B.6) is a Hilbert space in the norm defined by (B.7). 
In particular, if all oli = 0 or s = 0, (B.6) becomes the standard 
(spinless boson) Fock space 




(@hl + 1)” : [qq+%~ . ..)I + [.9(#+~ . ..)I 03.9) 
is unitary, where tin7 is defined on A? by 
(mTY)‘“‘(k, ,..., k,) = (gl w(W) ycn)(kl a..., U. (B.lO) 
If71 > 0, NT1 is self-adjoint in [9(-y; ***)] on the domain [~(Psz;+~ .*.)]. 
In particular, 
H mm = al, 
(B.11) 
c?t = &a0 
are self-adjoint in 9, with g(H,,,) = [C@(wr)] and 9(e) = [g(n,)]. 
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These operators are, respectively, the free Hamiltonian and the num- 
ber of particles operator. 
We consider here only the spaces 
[~(ezpzy)], k, 1 integers. (B.12) 
These spaces form a double rigging of densely embedded Hilbert 
spaces, 
Pb pq+w)] c [q~~/2”y~)] 
U U (B.13) 
[W, (k+lw~~+l)/z)] c [q@+lw,, Y2)17 
where the [~(~,(~+~‘)/~,(4+/‘)/~)] are dual to the [~(,(~-k’)/2,(4-“‘)/2)] 
in compatible extensions by continuity of the inner product of 
[Lq&“, Gq2)]. 
LEMMA Bl. Iff E LY2, then for all integers k 
a#(f) : [qq+l’/“)] --f [B(@zy2)]. (B.14) 
If B, : A! --f A’ is defined by 
(B.15) 
then 11 B”,/” . ]I is a norm on [.C2(~~‘2)] equivalent to the norm defined 
by (B.7). In Section 4 we need to know that (B.14) is m-uniformly 
bounded in these norms. This is easily checked. For example, if 
n d m, 
I/ mki2 & gl f(kJ Ycn-l)(kl ,..., $ ,..., k& < IlfIj2 . II m’k+1’~2Y(n-1) /I2 , 
andifn > m, 
Ii nk/2 -& gI f(kj) ?Pn-l)(kI ,..., kj ,..., kn)l/ 2 
G llfllz . n(k+l)/2yW-1) II2 
< Ilfll, (1 + --&-)(k+1)‘2 11 (n - l)(k+1)/2Y(n-1)l/2 . 
This proves (B.14) f or the creation operator, with an m-uniform 
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bound. By the Schwarz inequality, a similar estimate holds for the 
annihilation operator. 1 
LEMMA B2. If WyE 9 for 1 = 0, 1, 2 ,..., then 
m> : W(@+“)l 4 Pk%“>l* 
Proof. By (A.23), it suffices to show that 
[(ad ezn,)%#(f)] : S’(B~+‘) + 9(qz) 
in %. But 
&(w”f) : q”;+l) + qh$j 
and, on Q(cJz~~) in 9, [ni , u+(f)] = Fu#(wf). 1 
LEMMA B3. Suppose either 
u(J) : [Lq4zy2#zy2)] ---f [.qqy2P~~‘“)] 
OY 
a*(f) : [q*;k~‘2%?;z~‘2)] + [q*;k1’2&;z~‘2)]. 
Then the other holds and the two mappings are dual in the duality forms 
given by extending the inner product of 9, viz., 
(Y, @) = c j F@(a). 
n 
This can be proved by a direct calculation. 1 
LEMMA B4. If wffj E LZ2 for I = 0, 1, 2 ,..., then 
s = % + c@*M, + a> 
j 
is self-adjoint on .W,H~) in F and g(9) = 9(all). 
Proof. Let “<” be defined by (A.20). By Lemmas Bl and A12, 
C(a*(fj) + u(fi)) < e,, . ~i dominates B,, , so by (A.21), S is self- 
adjoint on g(~i). By Theorem All, it suffices to prove that 
(ad 0 a”(fi) < nkfl. This is clear by Lemma B.2 and its proof. 1 
(In fact, we can write just tii on the right side, but this can’t be 
done in the generalization in Proposition B7.) 
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LEMMA B5. If w-l/2f~ 2F2, then 
a(f) : [sqszpt~‘2)] --+ [qny)]. 
Ifa -li4f E LZ2, then 
a(f)2 : [D(&~~+wzy)] --f [LqP#“)]. 
Proof. See Ref. [3] or, for a generalization due to Glimm, see, 
e.g., Ref. [7]. 1 
In the present work, we are concerned mainly with the Hilbert 
space 
of elements 
Y = {Y(d”~n)(xl ,..., xN , k, ,..., k,) E Z2};=,, . 
In Section 2 we assumed symmetry or antisymmetry in the xi E R3, 
but here it is more convenient to assume symmetry for the ki only. 
If f in (B.2) is replaced by e *i”j’kf(k), the definitions (B.3) and (B.4) 
still hold if A is replaced by 9”(R3”) @ A?. 
PROPOSITION B6. If [~(+z,,~Q)] is replaced byL2(R3N) @ [9(q,%z,@) 
andf is replaced by e*ixl.kf(k), then Lemmas Bl, B2, B3, and B5 still 
hold. 
Let 
H nut ’ A = - Ljjj (B.17) 
in -542(R3N), where L1 is the standard self-adjoint Laplace operator. 
Write H,,, = H,,, @ I, H,,, = I @ H,,, , and 
H,, = f&n,, + f&c (B.18) 
in %YN). 
PROPOSITION B7. In Lemma B4, if 9 is replaced by c@(~), 9~~ by 
H,, , fi by e-ixj.kf(k), th en the same result holds: S is self-adjoint on 
d(H,) and 
.9(S2) = 3(H,,2). 
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The proof is the same except that the commutators are more com- 
plicated. For details, see Ref. [13]. 
Corresponding to (B.13), we have the riggings 
Also, we have the rigging 
[Lq,yq+1)~2)] c [9(#“H;‘“)] 
[sq4z~~+~)~H~w2)] c [q q+&y)], 
(B.20) 
which is concrete in terms of measurable functions if we Fourier 
transform LP(R3N) so that H,,, becomes multiplication by 1/2M 
x:1 1 pi 12. This is obtained if [z%(~~/“H~/~)] in (B.13) is replaced by 
9 (R3”, (&,$ j pj j2)’ dp, ..’ dpN) @ [9(~;‘~~;‘~)]. (B.21) 
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